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صخلملا

ريسفتىلعاندعاستنأنكمييتلائدابملاونيناوقلاعضووهملعلانمفدهلانإ
انلنوكيفيك،تلااحلانمريثكيفوةيجهنمةقيرطبنوكلاوانملاعيفرهاوظلا
ثحبلاقرطلنكمي،نأشلااذهيف.رهاوظلاهذهىلعريثأتلاوأؤبنتلاىلعةردقلا
نمددعتيطعأُقرطلاهذه،نكل.ةدعاسملاتاودأانلرفوتنإةيعونلاوةيمكلا
نأنكميةديفمزئاكركاهيلإرظنلانممغرلاىلعيتلاةءانبلاريغتايمسملا
ثحبيلاقملااذه.ةنيعمةسارديفةمدختسملاقرطللتارايتخاءوسىلإيدؤت
يفمهسينأنكميو،انهجاوياماريثكيذلالادجلاوتايمسملاهذهنماضعب
ريغنكلويبطلاميلعتلالاجميفهاندهشامكرمتسملايمكلايعونلاماسقنلاا
ةيملعتاساردىلإةجاحبنحن،ئدابملاونيناوقلاعضولو.ملعلاةسرامملءانبلا
اهمدختسنيتلاقرطلاتناكايأ.تاساردلاهذهراركتوديجلكشبةممصم
تذختايتلاتارارقلاوتارايخلاعيمجقيثوتىلإةجاحبنحن،بسانملاراركتلل

.ةساردلاةرتفلاوط

راركتلا؛ةطلتخملاثحبلاقرط؛يعونثحب؛يمكثحب:ةيحاتفملاتاملكلا

Abstract

The goal of science is to establish laws and principles that

can help us explain phenomena in our world and universe

in a systematic manner and, in many cases, how we may

be able to predict and/or influence these phenomena. In

this endeavour, qualitative and quantitative research

methods can provide us with useful tools. However, these

methods have been assigned several unconstructive labels

that, although perceived as useful anchors, can result in

ill-founded choices of methods used in a study. This

article discusses several of these frequently encountered

labels and argues that they may contribute to a continued

quantitativeequalitative divide, as we have witnessed in

the field of medical education, but are not constructive

for the practice of science. To establish laws and princi-

ples, we need well-designed scientific studies and repli-

cations of these studies. Regardless of which methods we

use, to enable replication, we need to document all

choices and decisions made throughout a study.

Keywords: Mixed-methods research; Qualitative research;

Quantitative research; Replication
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Introduction

The goal of science is to establish laws and principles that

can help us explain phenomena in our world and universe in a

systematic manner and, inmany cases, howwemay be able to

predict and/or influence these phenomena. In this endeavour,

qualitative and quantitative research methods can provide us

with useful tools.1 However, these methods have been

assigned several unconstructive labels that, although

perceived as useful anchors, can result in ill-founded choices

of methods used in a study. This article discusses several of

these frequently encountered labels and argues that they may

contribute to a continued quantitativeequalitative divide, as

we have seen in the field of medical education, but are not

constructive for the practice of science. To establish laws and
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principles, we need well-designed scientific studies and repli-

cations of these studies.Whichever methods we use, to enable

replication we need to document all choices and decisions

made throughout a study.2

Common qualitative/quantitative labels in the medical

education literature

Certain labels provide useful working definitions of

qualitative and quantitative methods. For instance, quanti-

tative research typically concerns numerical data, while

qualitative research usually deals with words and only

minimally with numbers.1 However, at least four types of

frequently encountered labels in the literature are

somewhat misleading. First, a common qualitativee

quantitative labelling is that of quantitative research

assuming a single truth and qualitative research assuming

multiple truths. Second, quite some researchers perceive

qualitative research as exploratory and quantitative

research as confirmatory. Third, there is a widespread

belief that in quantitative research most of the due

diligence and thinking occurs prior to data collection

whereas in qualitative research most of that occurs after

data collection. Fourth, growing numbers of researchers

appear to hold the view that mixed-methods research is

always better than qualitative or quantitative alone. The

following paragraphs discuss each of these types and related

popular beliefs that partly result from these types.

Single truth vs. multiple truths

The first type of qualitativeequantitative labelling that is

not very useful is that qualitative research assumes multiple

truths while quantitative research assumes a single truth.

This simplified distinction comes forth from a more useful

but also more fundamental and philosophical distinction

between constructivism, in which multiple realities exist, and

positivism, which assumes a single reality.3 Whether we use a

qualitative or a quantitative approach, different realities or

truths can be represented in different working models. For

example, researchers’ beliefs and experiences may influence

the questions that are asked to interviewees or survey

respondents, as well as how the responses are understood

(cf. constructivism). In the case of qualitative analysis, the

coding of narrative information into themes cannot be

separated from the beliefs and experiences of the

researchers who are engaged in qualitative analysis.

Likewise, in the case of quantitative analysis, model

choices such as whether to treat a latent (i.e., not directly

observable but only indirectly measurable) variable such as

knowledge as continuous or discontinuous or whether to

treat a population parameter of interest as fixed (i.e., static)

or as something that can vary (i.e., dynamic) are to a

certain degree also a matter of beliefs and experiences.

Although researchers across medical education largely

associate quantitative research with Frequentist null

hypothesis significance testing,4 where we test null

hypotheses on data from random samples drawn from a

population in which our parameter of interest (e.g., an

average or a correlation) is fixed, quantitative research is

considerably broader. Adopting a Bayesian approach,5 for

instance, different truths can be incorporated into the

analysis in the form of different prior distributions. A prior

distribution is a probability distribution regarding a

parameter of interest before studying the data from a given

study. For example, under the null hypothesis of ‘no

difference,’ a prior distribution for the difference in average

exam score between two groups under comparison may be

a normal or otherwise symmetric unimodal distribution

with more density around ‘0’ and less density for scores

further away from ‘0’. As data from a new study becomes

available, the prior distribution is updated to the posterior

distribution, which in turn serves as a prior distribution

before data from a next study is available. Even if one is

inclined to assume a single reality or truth, in the Bayesian

approach that truth can vary. While in the Frequentist

approach, the population parameter of interest is assumed

to be fixed, and samples are assumed to be drawn

randomly, in the Bayesian approach, the population

parameter itself is a random variable, and samples, once

observed, are fixed.

Moreover, if qualitative research were all about multiple

realities or truths, the forensic science practices that deal with

words and language would not have a profound impact in

the criminal court case arena. Ultimately, potential multiple

realities would render it utterly arbitrary to sentence a sus-

pect who may have committed a crime in one reality but not

in other realities. All qualitative analysis that is carried out in

the context of forensic science to support decision-making in

criminal cases is done from the starting assumption that

there is one reality in which a suspect may or may not have

committed a crime. Although based on the evidence avail-

able, the prosecutor may hold a plea for the guilt of the

suspect while the defence may provide an alternative reading

of the evidence under which the suspect is not guilty, in the

end all criminal law practice assumes a single reality in which

the suspect is either guilty or not. Likewise, when adopting a

qualitative research approach in the study of the social

construction of cancer-related fatigue experience,6 there is no

reason to assume that there must be multiple realities; it is

probable that the full variety of cancer-related fatigue ex-

periences exists in a single reality.

Unfortunately, the heuristic of equating a qualitativee

quantitative distinction with that of a multipleesingle truths

distinction is closely linked with the popular belief that

replication research has relevance for quantitative research

only. In fact, the usefulness of replication research has not

rarely been narrowed down even further to repeating rando-

mised controlled experiments. Replication is fundamental to

science, and if science were all about randomised controlled

experiments, it would be difficult for astronomers to claim

that they are practising science.

While it may be more difficult to document all choices and

decisions made throughout a study in qualitative research

than in quantitative research, the Reproducibility Project

carried out in the field of psychology7 clearly underlines that

science, without replication, has little credibility. Whether we

are interested in evidence-based practices for the design of

instruction or assessment in medical curricula or in cancer-

related fatigue experiences, the stakes are high. Thus, we

need to replicate studies to ensure that we inform future

research and practice appropriately. In qualitative studies,

researchers often decide to stop collecting additional data
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once they believe saturation has been reached, that is: no new

information to process from additional data (e.g., in-

terviews). When all choices and decisions made throughout a

study are well documented, replication of the study with a

very similar group of participants provides a straightforward

approach to examine how realistic the saturation assumption

was in the study that was replicated.2 If saturation was

achieved, one might expect that a replication of the study

with a very similar group of participants would result in

very similar findings. If the replication study leads to

substantially different findings, this would provide evidence

against the saturation assumption made by the researchers

in the initial study. Whether we are employing qualitative

methods to learn more about cancer-related fatigue experi-

ences, experiences of anxiety in a population of patients2 or

dealing with another question in the medical or medical

education domain, the stakes are high; hence, replication

cannot be omitted unless researchers explicitly refrain from

intentions to generalise the findings of a given study (i.e.,

this set of subjects, this point in time), to a broader context

(i.e., subjects not studied or different points in time when

phenomena of interest may have changed). However, the

latter exception does not pertain to qualitative research

exclusively. Not all quantitative studies have the aim or

data to generalise the findings beyond the study.4

Exploratory vs. confirmatory

A second type of qualitativeequantitative labelling that

cannot be anchored in reality is that qualitative research is

exploratory, while quantitative research is confirmatory. To

start, there are quantitative methods that are inherently

exploratory, such as principal components analysis, explor-

atory factor analysis, k means cluster analysis, and data-

driven (e.g., backward, forward, and stepwise) selection

methods for the inclusion of predictor variables in regression

analysis. Moreover, with the advent of eye tracking,8

analytics,9 and Big Data,10 which can provide numerous

measures that have a wide variety of implications for

research and practice, the sky is the limit. Simultaneously,

clinical and forensic research can provide examples of

qualitative studies that have a confirmatory character. In

forensic research, for example, one frequently starts with a

limited number of competing hypotheses to then evaluate

the available evidence (e.g., DNA match and eyewitness

testimonies) in light of these competing hypotheses.2,11

Likewise, studies that employ an interviewing method to

learn more about cancer-related fatigue experiences may

formulate their hypotheses and subsequent interview ques-

tions based on the existing literature.6

Equating qualitativeequantitative labelling with

exploratory-confirmatory labelling facilitates the belief that

qualitative research concerns hypothesis generation while

quantitative research is about hypothesis testing.1 Eye

tracking, analytics, text mining,12 and Big Data can provide

large quantities of qualitative and quantitative data that can

be used to generate and test hypotheses. With developments

in technology (e.g., global positioning system or GPS, and

social media), we have access to entire populations of

interest more easily than ever before, and qualitativee

quantitative and exploratory-confirmatory distinctions may

fade as quickly as that of generalisation, which is commonly

associated with quantitative research, vs. contextualisation,

which is typically linked to qualitative research. Even in the

still vast majority of quantitative studies that deal with a

sample, generalisation is not always the goal and does not

always make sense either.4,13e15

Due diligence before vs. after data collection

A third type of qualitativeequantitative labelling that may

not be constructive for the practice of research is the idea that

in quantitative research, most of the thinking occurs prior to

data collection, while in qualitative research, most of this

happens after data collection. While it is true that when con-

ducting a quantitative studywith particular research questions

in mind, careful designing and planning may help researchers

to avoid difficulty when analysing data and reporting on the

study (e.g., uninterpretable findings due to heavy confound-

ing),16 it is also true that quantitative studies in medical

education are becoming more complex (e.g., multiple

measurements from the same participants and/or

participants nested within centres17). With the advent of eye

tracking, analytics, and Big Data, we may discover

unanticipated findings that our research questions and study

design did not consider. Moreover, the data may indicate

that some of the assumptions underlying the chosen data

analytic methods are violated, hence researchers need to

carefully consider how to proceed with data analysis.

Concurrently, researchers who adopt a qualitative

approach and do their thinking, planning, and designing

work before collecting data18e22 may avoid unnecessary

trouble after data collection. Although this is not to say

that keeping track of and documenting all choices and

decisions made throughout a study is as difficult in

quantitative as in qualitative studies, the belief that in

quantitative research most of the thinking occurs prior to

data collection appears to downgrade quantitative data

analysis to merely clicking buttons and copy-pasting

numbers. Simultaneously, the belief that in qualitative

researchmost thinking happens after data collection has been

completed may encourage researchers to ‘just get started’ and

find themselves thinking about the consequences of not

considering some important factors once it is too late.

The perceived difference in thinking, planning, and study

design in qualitative vs. quantitative research is linked to the

popular belief that issues that are related to third variables e

confounding, common response, moderation, and media-

tion23 e and independence of observations17 are only a

concern for quantitative research. Of course, the fact that

in one case we ask a numerical response from a participant

and in another case a response in words or language does

not make a difference to any of the aforementioned issues

having an influence. Suppose, we have seven eyewitnesses

of a robbery. All seven are interviewed by the local police.

The eyewitnesses differ in age, gender, profession, and

other ‘third’ variables that may influence their testimonies.

Interviewing all eyewitnesses individually before they

communicate with each other may yield seven more or less

independent testimonies. However, that assumption

becomes problematic if the eyewitnesses either did

communicate with each other before the interview or they

are interviewed as a group; the effective number of
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testimonies then most likely lies between one and seven and

perhaps closer to one. A similar logic applies when

patients, medical education residents or specialists from the

same clinical centres are interviewed for an empirical study.

Not only may they be more similar in experiences and

response than random patients or random staff members

from different centers17 it really makes a difference whether

we interview them one by one or in a group.

Mixed-methods vs. either qualitative or quantitative

A fourth type of qualitativeequantitative labelling that is

becoming increasingly more popular is that mixed-methods

research combines the best of qualitative and quantitative

research and thus is always better than using qualitative or

quantitative methods only. Amongst others, correlations in

mixed-methods studies with fewer than ten participants are

then justified by utilising qualitative methods as well since the

latter can address ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions which often are

assumed to be not addressable with quantitative methods.

Actually, there is a wide range of quantitative methods that

can address ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions (e.g., regression and

path analysis, time series analysis, growth curve modelling,

and social network analysis). However, whether any of the

quantitative methods available apply depends on what

research questions are addressed in a study. Some ‘how’ and

‘why’ questions lend themselves more to a qualitative

approach, whereas other questions may require a quantita-

tive approach.

While there are excellent examples in the literature of how

mixed methods research has the potential to unite the best of

qualitative and quantitative methods,24 the belief that using

quantitative methods on small samples is justified when

qualitative methods are used as well is a misconception.

Estimates of parameters of interest can be highly unstable,

and both Type I and Type II error probabilities tend to be

substantially elevated in the case of small samples14,15 and

reporting effect size estimates does not circumvent that

problem.25e27 For example, quantitative studies with

twenty residents or fewer e which are quite common in

medical education e may have such a limited statistical

power that as many as 80% of the real effects are not

detected in statistical significance tests (i.e., Type II errors),

and the number of artefacts (i.e., Type I errors) in a group

of statistically significant findings may well be more than

the 5% that one would expect a priori (i.e., the

conventional statistical significance level).15 Moreover,

effect size estimates may vary substantially from sample to

sample,27 for instance, from a medium size difference in

favour of an experimental treatment condition in one study

to a small to medium size difference in favour of the

control condition in another study.

The choice of methods should be driven by the questions

we wish to address as researchers, and the rules should be

followed for whichever method is chosen. For quantitative

methods, this usually requires a sufficient sample size.14e16

Performing a mixed-methods study does not imply that we

must collect both quantitative and qualitative data from all

our participants. For instance, we may apply maximal vari-

ation sampling on quantitative scores on a response variable

of interest to select which participants (i.e., the ones with

scores towards the lower and upper end of the score

distribution, respectively) we are going to approach for an

interview.28

Finally, one context in which mixed-methods research is

perhaps inherently useful is in that of the development of

psychometric instruments. Through the combination of

literature review, interviews and/or focus groups, expert

panels, pretesting, and large-scale data collection and anal-

ysis, we are most likely to develop an instrument that meets

the intended purpose.29e31

To conclude: towards more replication

When we are reminded that the goal of science is to

establish laws and principles that can help to explain phe-

nomena in our world and universe in a systematic manner

and how we may predict and/or influence these phenomena,

we realise that qualitative and quantitative methods can

provide us with useful tools. To establish laws and principles,

we need well-designed scientific studies and replications of

these studies. Which methods we use should be determined

by the questions we intend to address as researchers in a

study, and e whichever methods we use e to enable repli-

cation we need to document all choices and decisions made

throughout a study. Although they may partially stem from

different philosophies, qualitative and quantitative methods

have much common. Labels used in attempts to distinguish

between them have not always been productive, and with

recent developments related to the advent of technology,

qualitativeequantitative distinctions may fade. Therefore,

perhaps we should no longer think in terms of qualitativee

quantitative divides but rather in terms of more-less repli-

cable distinctions, and do all that is possible to document all

choices and decisions made throughout a study to enable

others to replicate our work. This will allow us to work

together towards stronger conclusions and implications for

future research and practice.
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